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Chase Bradshaw ’25 – percussion
    Bob Davis – oud
Theo Detweiler ’24 – saxophone, vocals
    Rami El-Aasser – percussion, vocals
    Ammar Eltigani ’24 – vocals
Angy Farhat ’26 – percussion, vocals
    Emily Gubin ’24 – percussion
    Austin Lin ’27 – flute
Nicholas Mangialardi – nay, vocals
Gautam Ramasamy ’26 – percussion, vocals
    Leila Ruser ’27 – bass
Talia Sanders ’25 – percussion

The Middle Eastern Music Ensemble, newly sponsored by the Williams College Department of Music, explores vocal and instrumental traditions rooted in centuries of musical practice. The group meets weekly to play repertoire that spans a wide geographic, historical, and cultural terrain including folk, classical, and popular styles from around the Middle East.

Ensemble members learn maqamat (modes) and iqa'at (rhythms), the musical systems shared among musical traditions of the region.